NAB-Sure™ SARS-CoV-2
Neutralizing Antibody Test Kit
For Research Use Only

 Ultra-sensitive,

cell-free assay enabling
DBS and other micro-sampling options

 Quantitative

results with high
lab-to-lab consistency

 Automation

compatible
for high throughput

 Available

for wild type with new variants
coming soon

Spear Bio was founded to help

NAB-Sure™ SARS-CoV-2 Assay

researchers and clinicians advance

While vaccines and therapeutics are critical to managing the
SARS CoV-2 pandemic, continued progress requires a more
complete picture of immunity and the significance of different
types of antibodies. Neutralizing antibodies (NAbs) directly block
the interaction of the virus with the host cell. Researchers need
tools to measure neutralizing antibodies, whether to validate
vaccine efficacy or build models of immune response over time.

the field of proteomics by delivering
ultrasensitive immunoassays that fit
into existing workflows for sample
collection, processing and detection.
Our technology enables use of sample
sizes too small for existing methods to

NAB-Sure™ SARS-CoV-2 Neutralizing Antibody Test Kit
simplifies testing by using real-time PCR systems to produce
quantified NAb (titer) measurements. It combines PRNT level
accuracy with unparalleled sensitivity to assess small sample
volumes such as dried blood spot.

reliably detect. With this new capability
Spear Bio can aid in biomarker
discovery, early detection of disease,
and remote patient monitoring.
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Many tests detect COVID-19 antibodies, but only NAbs block the virus from
attaching to the human cell, thus preventing infection.

Flexible sample collection

High throughput workflow

 Serum



96 and 384-well compatible

 Plasma



Automation with qPCR and liquid
handling systems

 Dried blood spots (DBS)
 Other microsampling techniques

 Homogenous competitive assay

with no wash or enrichment steps

Quantitative read-out with
high lab-to-lab consistency
 6-point functional titer

measurement

 Sensitivity to 100 antibody

molecules

 4.8% inter-lab CV

Expand test access and simplify
sample logistics with DBS

Improve test throughput and
consistency using automation

The time required and invasiveness of traditional blood draw
prevent people from participating in antibody testing, which
challenges researchers and clinicians performing clinical
studies. Finger-stick collected samples are highly
concordant with venous blood draws, but existing
technologies lack the required sensitivity.

Researchers validating a vaccine or creating predictive models
for antibody durability need accurate, quantitative data without
the time and risk of using PRNT and other cell-based assay
processing. NAB-Sure™ SARS-CoV-2 Assay increases
throughput by enabling automation while assuring consistent
measurements.

NAB-Sure™ SARS-CoV-2 Assay



6-point functional assay measurements of the extent to which
Abs in a sample are neutralizing protein-to-protein interactions.



Excellent sensitivity and specificity for high quality information



 igh concordance with both serum and DBS samples
H
compared to PRNT, PsVNA, and other cell-based assays



High lab-to-lab consistency of results



Reduces needs for central lab-based collection



Simplifies sample handling and storage



Achievies 10,000-fold greater sensitivity than
standard ELISA assays

PRNT vs NAB-Sure™ SARS-CoV-2 Assay
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(Top left) NAB-Sure™ SARS-CoV-2 Assay has excellent concurrence with PRNT assays. Compared to cell-based PsVNA (bottom left) and ELISA-based
(bottom right) assays, NAB-Sure™ SARS-CoV-2 (top right) is the only assay that can deliver high information analysis with a low-volume DBS sample with
high sensitivity and specificity.

NAB-Sure™ SARS-CoV-2 NAb Reagent Kit

A superior alternative to existing assays
NAB-Sure™ SARS-CoV-2 Test Kit offers the best alternative to cell-based assays
with high sensitivity, scalability, and lab-to-lab reproducibility.

NAB-Sure™
SARS-CoV-2 Assay

Quantitative NAb titer
with DBS
(ultra sensitivity)

Automation compatible
for high throughput
(>> 1000 samples/day)

Lab-to-lab
consistency











ELISA
Cell-based assay
(PRNT or PsVNT)
Ease of sampling

Ease of use & scalability

Reliable & dependable

For more information please visit our website
www.spear.bio

COVID-19
Serosurveillance

Ordering Inquiries can be sent to info@spear.bio
NAB-Sure™ SARS-CoV-2 Kit also available at Fisher Healthcare

Vaccine efficacy
testing

Longitudinal
antibody durability
testing
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